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Previous  articles6 have  been  devoted  to  portray  Design  Patterns  together  with  useful
guidelines to code them in Python. However, the former arguments could be complemented
by displaying other important patterns and revealing that they can also solve large-scale
issues. Also they can be part of a design strategy and it would be nice to put them in
context with design methods. In this respect, it is very important to know when and how
they are discovered.
This article is a first attempt to identify when design patterns come into play during system
analysis and design, and also suggests how to translate their structure into Python. This
text  is  written  from  the  perspective  of  an  author  who  applies  patterns  since  before
discovering  this  programming  language.  Readers  will  find  hereinafter  some  illustrative
examples where patterns go beyond the traditional class relationships. They can contribute
to get a deeper insight into patterns even though the original scenarios were not coded in
Python. That’s because design patterns are higher-level abstractions concerned with class
structures and its relationships, instead of how coders specify them by means of a particular
programming  language.  Besides,  further  arguments  are  provided  to  demonstrate  that
Python is full  of patterns, since they are comprehensively mentioned throughout Python
Enhancement Proposals (PEP).
Although a lot of patterns have been discovered up to this date, our discussion remains
limited to those included in the GoF catalog. It  is believed that there is no need to be
exhaustive in this respect to achieve the goals of this paper. Therefore, forthcoming articles
shall address those left out.
Design Patterns illustrated
For some of us design patterns were among the greatest discoveries of our undergraduate
studies. A fuller understanding of these patterns is achieved after considering them during
the design of applications and systems. For this reason we start by analyzing some concrete
scenarios, where they are not applied ad-hoc and interact with different design artifacts. 
The StartStop application
Let’s first consider an application similar to the product  StartStop7, whose main goal is to
control  the  execution  of  applications  once  users  start  Windows  sessions  (thus  possibly
preventing virus infection). As may be seen in Figure 1a, the user can list the applications
executed when he (she) starts a session in the local computer and for each one specify one
of  three  actions:  a)  always  execute  (i.e.  in  case  of  a  critical  process  or  a  “healthy”
executable file), b) ask for confirmation (the default choice if a new application, perhaps
infected  by  a  virus,  has  not  been  put  into  another  state),  or  c)  never  execute  (i.e.  a
suspicious file or potentially useless application).
6 T. Leeuwenburg, “Programming Idioms pt 2 -- Design Patterns” (2007) The Python Papers,
vol. 2, no. 1, pp 5:7
7 J.L. López “StartStop. Un vigía imprescindible al iniciarse Windows” (2002)
VSantivirus no. 6 vol 542.
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a) Main form b) Multiple asynchronous confirmations
Figure 1: The StartStop application
Once a new session is started, the StartStop application intercepts the execution of each
target program in a separate process and performs the requested action. Therefore, it is
concerned with “controlling the execution of another process under certain conditions”, and
so acts like the “protection proxy” mentioned in the applicability of  the  Proxy pattern8.
Figure 1b shows what happens when several of these processes require a confirmation. Any
user might be panicked by the amount of dialogs shown, or even think that a critical error
has occurred. A successful approach is to show confirmation dialogs one by one as the user
approves or rejects process execution; in other words, “ensure that only one instance of the
confirmation dialog class is shown to the user, and provide a global point of access to it to
retrieve the user’s choice”. Notice the match between the prior statement and the intent of
the Singleton pattern. But, what happens if the structure proposed by the GoF8 is coded as-
is to solve this “problem”? As the singleton instances reside in separate processes (i.e.
address spaces) there is indeed a single dialog per application, but each one is still shown.
So nothing has changed.
The code in  Listing 1 describes a simple and correct implementation of the  Singleton for
Windows operating systems based on process synchronization. The first lines of code in
Listing  1a  import  some modules  and  bind  into  the  local  name space  the  functions  to
manipulate mutexes. In Listing 1b a named mutex is acquired before each singleton dialog
instance is “created” (within the __new__ method) and is released when they are destroyed
(or the application exits). Therefore there is no overlapping between the lifetimes of two
different  instances;  hence multiple  dialogs  cannot  be displayed at  the same time.  This
implementation differs from the traditional structure because the “feeble” encapsulation
supported by Python does not allow hiding of the initialization process. This implies that no
“static” (or class) method is needed to access the singleton instance, but also motivates the
introduction of a flag (_doInit) to prevent initializing the singleton instance more than once.
8 E. Gamma, R. Helm, R. Johnson, J. Vlissides, “Design Patterns: Elements of Reusable
Object-Oriented Software” (1995) Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley. ISBN 0-201-63361-2.
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1 import ctypes, wx, types
2
3 kernellib = ctypes.windll.kernel32
4 CreateMutexA = kernellib.CreateMutexA
5 CloseHandle = kernellib.CloseHandle
6 ReleaseMutex = kernellib.ReleaseMutex
7 WaitForSingleObject = \
8                 kernellib.WaitForSingleObject
9
10 APP_TITLE = 'StartStop confirmation...'
11 LCKNM = 'StartStop'
12
13 SL_ALWAYSEXEC, SL_NEVEREXEC,
SL_ASK = \
14         range(3)
15
16 class StartStopCheckApp(wx.App):
17     def main(self):
18         choice = self.getSecLevel()
19         if choice == SL_ALWAYSEXEC:
20             self.execTarget()
21         elif choice == SL_ASK:
22             dlg = StartStopDlg()
23             if dlg.ShowModal() == wx.ID_YES:
24                 self.execTarget()
25     
26     def execTarget(self):
27         """ Execute the 'suspicious' application """
28     def getSecLevel(self):
29         """ Determine what to do when an 
30         application is executed at boot time.
31         
32         Returns one of SL_ALWAYSEXEC,
33         SL_NEVEREXEC, SL_ASK """ 
34
35 if __name__ == '__main__'
36     StartStopCheckApp().main()
37 class StartStopDlg(wx.Dialog, object):
38     """ wxPython frame instanciated only once in the
39     context of the local host computer."""
40     
41     _inst, _doInit, _hLock = None, True, None
42     
43     def __new__(cls, parent= None, id= -1, \
44             title= APP_TITLE, pos= (100, 100), \
45             sz= wx.DefaultSize, style= wx.CAPTION):
46         
47         if cls._inst is None:
48             cls._hLock = CreateMutexA(None, False, LCKNM)
49             
50             # Acquire the lock... wait until "forever"
51             WaitForSingleObject(cls._hLock, -1)
52             cls._inst = wx.Dialog.__new__(cls, parent, \
53                     id, title, pos, sz, style)
54         
55         return cls._inst
56     def __init__(self, parent= None, id= -1, \
57             title= APP_TITLE, pos= (100, 100), \
58             sz= wx.DefaultSize, s= wx.CAPTION):
59         
60         if not self.__class__._doInit:
61             return
62         wx.Dialog.__init__(self, parent, id, title, pos, sz, s)
63         self.buildLayout()
64         self.__class__._doInit = False
65     
66     def buildLayout(self):
67             """ Incorporate child windows """
68     
69     def __del__(self):
70         ReleaseMutex(self.__class__._hLock)
71         CloseHandle(self.__class__._hLock)
72         self.__cls__._inst = None
73         self.Destroy()
74         wx.Dialog.__del__(self)
a) Proxy application (process) b) Synchronized Singleton
Listing 1: Implementing the StarStop application with wxPython.
To use the Singleton pattern in the former example perhaps is not accurate enough since
the  desired  functionality  should  be  established  in  a  per-user  basis.  Otherwise,  users
remotely logged in could experience some troubles. A more accurate solution could be to
apply the  Parametric Singleton9 pattern. In this case, local users would be the parameter
restraining the creation of dialog instances. The choice presented was preferred because
the GoF pattern is more familiar to the audience. This decision does not spoil the underlying
idea in any sense. We have seen so far design patterns solving problems in which multiple
processes (i.e. architectural artifacts) are involved. Since many libraries and frameworks
define classes to handle threads, they could also be mapped to a participant in a pattern. 
Printing formatted documents
The second example is concerned with printing a formatted document by setting up a dot
matrix printer in text mode. In this mode all the features (e.g. different page formats and
font styles) are set up by sending control codes to the printer through a parallel interface. In
Python this  can be done either  by supplying control  commands to Linux  parport  driver
through  the  function  fnctl.ioctl,  or  by  calling  the  Win32  API  function  DeviceIoControl made
available after using the ctypes.windll loader, or otherwise by means of file operations.
9 D. Lyon and F. Castellanos “The Parametric Singleton Design Pattern”, in Journal of
Object Technology, vol. 6 no. 3, March - April 2007, pp. 13-23
http://www.jot.fm/issues/   issue_2007_03/ column2  .
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The  main  issues  to  handle  during  the  design  are  the  representation  of  the  document
structure and the means to perform basic (e.g. bold, italics, different page formats and font
styles) and/or complex (e.g. hyphenation and text justification) formatting on the output.
1 class TextItem(object):
2     def ToEscCodes(self): pass
3
4 class ParagraphDecoration(TextItem):
5     ...
6     def ToEscCodes(self, printer_state):
7         escStr= self.par.ToEscCodes()
8         return self.processEscCodes(escStr)
9
10 class FormattedText(TextItem):
11     ...
12     def ToEscCodes(self, printer_state):
13         itm =  self.rawItem
14         escStr = itm.ToEscCodes(printer_state)
15         before, after = \
16                 self.getEscCodes(printer_state)
17         return before + escStr + after
18
19 def ec_FontType (fontType):
20     """ Returns escape codes needed to
21          set a font type """
22
23 class FontType(FormattedText):
24     def getEscCodes(printer_state):
25         curfont= printer_state.fontType
26         return ec_FontType(self.fontType), \
27                 escCodesSetFontType(curfont)
a) Class hierarchy b) Simple Decorators in Python
Figure 2: Printing formatted documents with text-mode printers.
The first issue is related to “composing objects into tree structures to represent documents
containing paragraphs, which in turn contain pieces of plain text or text formatted in several
ways.” Formatting operations require “accessing sequentially the elements in the resulting
hierarchy  and  treating  them uniformly  in  order  to  print  the  contents  of  the  document
without  regard of  their  underlying representation.”   This  leads to the idea of  using the
patterns  Composite (e.g.  classes  CompositeText and  Paragraph in  Figure  2a),  Iterator,  and
perhaps Visitor. However, a more subtle problem must be solved in the later case. Several
adornments can apply over the same text (e.g. bold, italics, and Courier fonts) or paragraph
(e.g. justification, hyphenation, indentation). Thus the number of different behaviors to be
supported by the classes involved is proportional to the number of combinations in which
diverse  adornments  can  be  applied  together.  Only  having  nine  such  features,  512
possibilities  should  be  potentially  considered.  Besides,  if  a  new  such  feature  shall  be
inserted then several classes should mix it in with the former. So “a flexible alternative to
sub-classing is necessary for extending formatting functionality considering that additional
responsibilities  shall  be attached to  an object  dynamically.  Extension by sub-classing is
impractical in this case due to the large number of possible independent behaviors and the
explosion of subclasses to support every combination.” Compare this statement with the
intent and applicability of the Decorator pattern. This is among the most important found in
the GoF pattern  catalog,  since it  solves  a  broad situation directly  tied with  inheritance
relationships, a key concept of object-oriented models. It  also provides an alternative to
mixins which does not involve inheritance but aggregation. Therefore it is more dynamic
and is determined at run-time instead of source code compilation.
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PEP Types
There are three kinds of PEP:
1. A Standards Track PEP describes a new feature or
implementation for Python.
2. An Informational PEP describes a Python design
issue, or provides general guidelines or information
to the Python community, but does not propose a
new feature.  Informational PEPs do not necessarily
represent a Python community consensus or
recommendation, so users and implementors are free
to ignore Informational PEPs or follow their advice.
3. A Process PEP describes a process surrounding
Python, or proposes a change to (or an event in) a
process.  Process PEPs are like Standards Track
PEPs but apply to areas other than the Python
language itself.  They may propose an
implementation, but not to Python's codebase; they
often require community consensus; unlike
Informational PEPs, they are more than
recommendations, and users are typically not free to
ignore them. 
a) Example formatted text10 b) Object structure
Figure 3: Representing formatted documents.
The  classes  FormattedText and  ParagraphDecoration in  Figure  2a  and  their  descendants  are
example decorators. Their implementations are shown in Figure 2b. Instances of FormattedText
contain (decorate) a single text item. These decorators gather the string to be sent to the
text-mode printer in order to represent the “raw” text item. Next they enclose it within
escape codes. As a result, the text-mode printer applies an adornment (e.g. bold, italics and
underlined text) to it. By the other hand,  ParagraphDecoration descendants contain a single
Paragraph instance. Like in the previous case, they gather the string needed to print the
whole paragraph in text-mode. The difference resides in the fact that they perform more
complex frills which involve keeping track of the beginning and the end of the printed lines.
In  order  to  do  so,  they  query  printer  state  and  measure  the  width  of  the  individual
characters outputted. For example,  Indentation instances place some whitespace characters
at the beginning of each line. In this way indented text like the one shown in Figure 3a could
be  obtained.  Other  useful  paragraph  decorators  perform  hyphenation  and  paragraph
justification. They employ the same basic algorithm, but introduce different characters at
different places into lines.  Figure 3 shows an example text and its representation (object
tree). It highlights how these embellishments can be deeply nested within each other.
Scheduling tasks in SCADA systems
Another application of design patterns occurs when implementing a SCADA system11. Its
main users are Operators who are responsible for the performance of industrial processes.
An important requirement to fulfill is the automation of the actions performed in response to
some important events (e.g. measure process variables in regular time intervals, remote
notification of critical events, complex system recovery strategies). That’s why a subsystem
should be liable for scheduling tasks.
Figure 4a shows the way Operators define tasks, and how the scheduling mechanism works.
10 B. Warsaw et al. “PEP Purpose and Guidelines” PEP 001, at http://www.python.org/peps/
pep-0001.html.
11 O. Lang, “Proceso de construcción de Consola de Control Local para subestaciones de
distribución de energía eléctrica” (2007) III Taller de Realidad Virtual. Informática
2007.
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Therein the messages 13 to 15 reveal the  Observer pattern. They are exchanged several
times, as long as the source subject (labeled src in the diagram) triggers the specified event
(labeled ev). Further refinements during system design transform Task (entity class) into the
Task  Scheduling subsystem.  Likewise Subject (control  class)  can  be  traced  to  several
subsystems  which  extend  the  former  core  functionality  by  implementing  a  common
interface.  For  example,  the  Timer subsystem generates  periodical  events.  If  it  is  used
together  with  the  Process subsystem,  process  variables  could  be  measured  in  regular
intervals.  The  later  can  also  generate  events  once  one  such  measurement  exceeds
operational limits, and in turn generate different types of notifications like e-mails –Mail
subsystem–, messages sent over wireless networks –Communications subsystem– or sound
alarms –Alarms subsystem–. Moreover, the Mail and Web subsystems could notify incoming
messages or HTTP requests sent by Operators. As a result the Process subsystem could act
upon the target process. Such a structure is known as a micro-kernel architecture12.
a) Interactions during analysis
b) Patterns quantified
Figure 4: Patterns in the Scheduling subsystem.
The main responsibility of the scheduling subsystem is actually to “define a one-to-many
dependency between different Subjects so that when one such entity triggers an event
matching a task definition, all its dependent Subjects are notified and react accordingly.”
Also the role of the  Subject abstraction can be to “standardize an interface to relate the
triggering of multiple events with performing actions as to decouple the required operations
from its implementation so that the two can vary independently. Event/action associations
shall  be selected or switched at run-time. Besides the behavior needed to capture new
events and perform new actions must be hidden to the scheduling subsystem in order to
add it dynamically at run-time without changing the core task monitoring implementation.”
Compare the former statements with the intent and applicability sections of the Observer
and Bridge patterns, respectively. Notice that although the relationships among subsystems
can be described using the former patterns, their implementation introduces many others.
12 F. Buschmann et al. “Pattern-Oriented Software Architecture: A System of Paterns”,
Vol. 1, John Wiley & Sons, ISBN: 0471958897.
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Python is full of Patterns
It is incredible the job done by the community of pythonistas in order to build an extremely
dynamic language upon a small set of basic concepts. And how is it possible? Do patterns
contribute to this success? Several PEPs reveal that this language and its standard modules
incorporate plenty of patterns. Let’s cite some relevant examples:
• The standard module  weakref and PEP 205 “Weak References” introduce a mechanism
suitable for implementing the  Flyweight8 pattern via such references. Therein some
surrogates act like weak smart references (Proxy pattern8) which attempt to behave
like the object they refer to.
• The iterator protocol for Python described in PEP 234 “Iterators” and its enhancements13
are based on the pattern of the same name identified by the GoF8. 
• The special methods  __copy__ and  __deepcopy__ introduced by the standard module  copy
resemble the structure of the Prototype pattern8. This module also solves some issues
identified for this pattern, e.g. full support to customize the clone operation at any
point throughout the class hierarchy, provisions for default cloning semantics for “any
imaginable class on earth”, and resolution of the shallow versus deep copy dilemma.
Figure 5: Overview of  the Python I/O Library proposed in PEP 311614.
• The  Python  I/O  Library15 envisioned  for  Python  300016 defines  layers  of  stream-like
13 G. van Rossum, P.J. Eby “Co-routines via Enhanced Generators” PEP 342.
14 Classes are not modeled exactly as in PEP 3116. An equivalent layout is presented
instead in order to make clear the applicability of the pattern.
15 D. Stutzbach, M. Verdone, G. van Rossum “New I/O” PEP 3116 at http://www.python.org/
peps/  pep-3116.html  .
16 G. van Rossum “Python 3000” PEP 3000 at http://www.python.org/peps/pep-3000.html.
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objects. Therein the classes BufferedIOBase and TextIOBase follow the Decorator pattern8.
• The hierarchy of  Logger instances defined by the  Manager class at the standard module
logging (depicted in PEP 282 “A Logging System”) is a peculiar way for structuring the
Chain of Responsibility pattern8. The same pattern is followed by the multiple  Filter
instances  that  can  be  installed  on  Logger and  Handler objects.  Moreover  LogRecord
objects are simple examples of the Command pattern8.
• In  PEP  302  “New  Import  Hooks”  candidate  importer  objects  in  the  list  bound  to
sys.path_hooks are asked whether they can handle a sys.path item, until one is found that
can. Likewise, sys.meta_path provides a similar mechanism for importers that don't need
any  entry  on  sys.path (e.g.  built-in  and  frozen  modules).  In  both  cases  we  are  in
presence of the Chain of Responsibility pattern8.
These  examples  have  been  discovered  after  examining  standard  libraries,  but  further
examples could be found if either third party non-standard modules are also inspected or
patterns beyond the GoF catalog were identified as well.
So… what’s next?
After  considering the former  situations,  some relevant  conclusions arise.  The first  thing
involved in identifying design patterns is to properly determine the problems the design
should solve, the context where its found and the requirements to support. These problems
might be complex. If this is the case they shall be successively decomposed into simpler
ones  until  atomic  statements  are  found.  Later,  these  atomic  statements  should  be
reformulated  trying  to  make  them match  the  intent  or  applicability  of  different  design
patterns.  This  process  can  lead  to  several  potential  solutions,  so  each  one  should  be
assessed considering the interactions with other problems, supporting features and project
constraints. As should be seen, design patterns are not a straitjacket, but a template that
contributes with useful guidelines when solving a frequent problem. So while conducting the
prior steps, bear in mind that singular requirements might imply further enhancements to
the pattern structure.
Moreover, Figure 4b shows that consecutive refinements made to a system can bring in new
patterns.  Therefore  all  the major  components  of  a  system can be arranged following a
particular pattern, but once they are implemented another design pattern(s) can be widely
applied. It  is important to confess that the patterns  Iterator, Visitor,  Adapter,  Proxy and
Bridge  in that order, have been those mostly applied by the author to several projects of
different nature. This statement is supported by measurements stored in a Measurements
Repository. They were performed by considering stable versions of the deliverables.
The  previous  discussion  may  seem  vague  but  the  fact  is  that  pattern  selection  and
application can be seen like the art coders and system designers should become experts in.
Therefore straight answers are either complex to fulfill or yield in generic concerns. More
effective arguments can be obtained considering the notion of  pattern systems. They put
together  collections  of  patterns  and  state  how  they  relate  with  each  other,  offering
guidelines for their implementation and how to combine them in order to satisfy the more
complex  requirements  demanded  for  specific  applications.  They  also  organize  the
constituent  patterns  in  order  to  speed up the process  of  finding those suitable  for  the
situation at hand. Nowadays, several such systems have been crafted12. Nevertheless, since
software  gets  done  in  many  different  ways,  software  teams  should  adequate  them
according to their needs, possibilities and skills.
Furthermore,  the  previous  examples  show  how  the  relationships  established  between
architectural artifacts (e.g. system processes in the run-time architecture, interfaces and
subsystems) look like design patterns or interact with them. Regularly design patterns are
abstractions lying between architectural  patterns and programming idioms (e.g.  classes,
algorithmic features, coding styles), but sometimes either major system components can be
arranged  according  to  their  structure,  or  they  support  idioms  present  in  programming
languages (e.g. Python built-in iterator protocol, the for statement, list comprehensions, and
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prototyping  by  means  of  the  standard  module  copy).  So  two  questions  arise… Is  there
anything else interacting with design patterns? When are design patterns discovered?
The second question is the most difficult to answer because it is not only concerned with
the nature of patterns but also with how software gets done by teams of individuals17. If the
development process is chaotic it could be almost impossible to know when patterns will be
discovered. Besides, the development process determines the relevant support artifacts and
also can promote the early depiction of an architecture (e.g. RUP18) or not (e.g. Extreme
Programming19, alias XP). Architectures are in fact another relevant topic, since different
architectural patterns encourage the presence of different subsets of the full set of design
patterns. These should be the subjects to explore in order to obtain more answers.
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